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Introduction 

This report is the output of a visit undertaken by Mike Blackmore of the Wild Trout 

Trust on approximately 2km of the River Allen at Chrichel House near 

Witchampton, Dorset (national grid reference (NGR) SU 00453 07734 to SU 00087 
07027). A walk-over of the site was requested by Estate Manager, Mr Nick Stone. 

The visit was primarily focussed on assessing habitat for wild trout (Salmo trutta) 

and biodiversity in general. 

Comments in this report are based on observations on the day of the site visit. 

Throughout the report, normal convention is followed with respect to bank 

identification i.e. banks are designated Left Bank (LB) or Right Bank (RB) whilst 
looking downstream.  

 
Figure 1: Map showing the location of the water visited 

 

Catchment and Fishery Overview 

The River Allen is a relatively short chalk stream with a total length of 

approximately 13 miles. The river rises from springs at Monkton Up Wimborne and 
flows through Wimborne St Giles, Witchampton, Stanbridge, and Walford to its 

confluence with the River Stour at Wimborne Minster. The Stour meets the 

Hampshire Avon just as both rivers discharge into the English Channel at 

Christchurch Harbour. 

Almost the entire length of the Allen flows over chalk and through largely 

undeveloped land. Some intensive agriculture is practised within the catchment 
but much of the riparian land consists of lightly-grazed water meadow. As a result 

the Allen is particularly clear-flowing, one of the reasons the river was, until 

recently, an important refuge for the endangered white-clawed crayfish 

Austropotamobius pallipes. Unfortunately, crayfish plague (Aphanomyces astaci) 

has been identified in the river, resulting in a dramatic decline in native crayfish. 
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Crayfish plague is a water mould carried by alien invasive signal crayfish 

(Pacifastacus leniusculus) and can be transferred by a variety of vectors including 

on wet fishing tackle, boots and waders. Despite the impact of the disease to 

crayfish, other invertebrate and fish populations are not affected (other than by 
the loss of a prey species) and the Allen continues to support healthy populations 

of brown trout Salmo trutta, grayling Thymallus thymallus, bullhead Cottus gobio 

as well as cyprinid species in the lower reaches. Throughout, the river supports a 

diverse range of freshwater plants. 

The Allen has a classification of ‘Good Status’ under the Water Framework 

Directive (WFD). However, this is an overall classification and does not necessarily 
represent the river at a local reach level. As with most English rivers, the Allen 

has suffered from the impacts of unsympathetic land drainage and river 

management practices. The river has been straightened, widened and deepened 

in many places, inhibiting natural geomorphological processes and reducing 

habitat diversity. Water meadow creation, milling, land drainage for agriculture 

and flood defences have all taken their toll.  

Table 1: WFD information for the River Allen visited 

 2009 Cycle 1 2015 Cycle 2 Objectives 

Overall Water Body Good Good Good by 2015 

Ecological Good Good Good by 2015 

Biological quality elements High Good Good by 2015 

Hydromorphological Supporting Elements Supports good Supports good 
Supports good 

by 2015 

Physico-chemical quality elements High High Good by 2015 

Specific pollutants High - Not assessed 

Supporting elements (Surface Water) - - Not assessed 

Chemical 
Does not require 

assessment 
Good Good by 2015 

Other Pollutants 
Does not require 

assessment 

Does not require 

assessment 

Does not 

require 

assessment 

Priority hazardous substances 
Does not require 

assessment 

Does not require 

assessment 

Does not 

require 

assessment 

Priority substances 
Does not require 

assessment 

Does not require 

assessment 

Does not 

require 

assessment 

Note: Anything classified as less than ‘good’ is failing quality targets 
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Habitat Assessment 

For the purposes of this report, the water visited will be described from the 

upstream to the downstream extent visited. 

At the top of the reach, the river flows through a mill leat perched high above the 
natural floodplain (Figure 2). The impoundment at the mill slows flow through the 

leat and inhibits the natural processes that would normally function in a free-

flowing river. This compounds the artificial (uniformly straight) shape of the 

channel, making the leat a particularly sluggish and uniform habitat with a poor 

diversity of habitat features for wild trout. Nonetheless, trout are relatively 

abundant in the leat. This is largely due to the fact that the leat has been relatively  

undisturbed for some time and has an abundance of marginal and emergent 
wetland plants providing plenty of cover and refuge from predators. Despite the 

leat being perched high above the floodplain, it is well connected to the high land 

on the RB where a naturalised wet-woodland benefits from the raised water table 

(Figure 3). The wet-woodland and beds of marginal plants will provide habitat for 

a variety of different freshwater and terrestrial invertebrates, supplying a rich and 

abundant diet for fish. Habitat would however be significantly improved overall if 
the river were returned to a more natural course and re-connected with the natural 

floodplain. However, this would be an expensive undertaking and would cut-off 

water to the mill property as well as requiring the repositioning of an Environment 

Agency flow gauging weir. As such, this action should perhaps be considered a 

long-term goal for the restoration of the Allen and not an immediate priority. 

 

 
Figure 2: The leat at the top of the Estate's water is perched high above the floodplain (above bund shown) 
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Figure 3: The leat has an abundance of marginal cover and is well-connected to a wet woodland on the RB 

Recent efforts to open up sections of the leat to facilitate angling have allowed 

more direct sunlight into the river. This will help to boost in-stream productivity 

and promote the growth of aquatic plants. However, it should be noted that in the 

sluggish flows, the increased light levels may raise the chances of marginal plants 

encroaching across the channel. This will result in an increased requirement for 

maintenance of the channel if it is to function as part of the Estate’s fishery. With 
time, the coppiced bankside trees will re-grow, providing low cover and shade 

(Figure 4). This will benefit trout and also help to control marginal encroachment. 

Future maintenance will have to strike a careful balance to ensure that adequate 

shade and cover is present whilst also providing angler access. 

 

 
Figure 4: Coppiced bankside trees will re-grow to provide low cover and shade 
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Opportunity for fish passage is poor at the mill and exploring options with the EA 

to improve habitat connectivity at this location would help safeguard the fish 

population in the leat and further upstream. The course of the River Allen is 

complex, flowing through a number of old Estates that have historically diverted 
and manipulated flows to flood water meadows and power mills. There is a high 

number of relic impoundments and flow control structures that obstruct fish 

passage and fragment the fish populations of the river. This limits the availability 

and access to spawning habitat and makes certain populations more vulnerable to 

predation and potential fish-kill incidents such as pollution events. Whilst such 

events are perhaps less common on the Allen compared to rivers with catchments 
more impacted by intense agriculture or urban run-off, the Allen is arguably less 

able to quickly recover from such events compared to better-connected rivers.  

 
Figure 5: Fish passage at the mill is poor, making it difficult for fish to migrate upstream 

Downstream of the mill the river is more free-flowing and benefits from a wide 

marginal buffer, fenced to keep out grazing livestock (Figure 6). Bankside tree 

cover is sparse in places and conifers on the upper RB cast uniform shade over 

that bank. Removing these trees and planting some occasional low-growing and 
flowering native deciduous trees would provide some additional cover, habitat for 

invertebrates and help to regulate temperature in the river. Beneficial species 

include goat willow (Salix caprea), grey willow (Salix cinerea), elder (Sambucus 

nigra), hazel (Corylus avellana), hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) and blackthorn 

(Prunus spinosa).  
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Figure 6: The river downstream of the mill is more free flowing with a generous fenced buffer. Tree cover could be 
improved by removing conifers and planting small native deciduous trees 

The next section of the river accessed was approximately 700 metres downstream. 

Here the RB (northern bank) is densely populated with trees. Fortunately, tree 

cover on the LB (southern bank) is more balanced and a good ratio of direct 

sunlight to dappled shade is cast over the river for most of the day. Although the 

trees on the RB are on the northern side of the river, it would still be worthwhile 

undertaking some selective coppicing to punch occasional holes through the tree 
cover and allow some extra light into the channel over shallow riffles in order to 

promote the growth of water crowfoot (Ranunculus spp.). This would also provide 

woody material that could be used to deflect flow, helping to provide extra trout 

lies and diversify riverbed morphology, creating more diverse habitat for fish. 

 
Figure 7: The RB is densely wooded whilst tree cover on the LB is more balanced. 
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A short distance downstream the river flows alongside a narrow area of woodland. 

A public footpath through the woods is popular with local dog walkers and dogs 

scrambling in and out of the river have accelerated the rate of bank erosion. Bank 

repairs, consisting of logs secured to the bed and back-filled with gravel, have 
abated the erosion and created some formalised dog access (Figure 8). However, 

this technique provides limited habitat for marginal plants and little cover for trout 

and further bank repairs using brushwood faggots (Figure 9) will help replace the 

marginal habitat destroyed by the erosion.  

 
Figure 8: A log revetment back-filled with gravel or chalk provides erosion resistant access for dogs 

 
Figure 9: A brushwood revetment installed to protect from dog erosion. Options to improve this design are discussed in 
the Recommendations section of this report. 
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The line of faggots could also be back-filled with chalk or gravel but perhaps a 

more cost-effective and ecologically beneficial technique would be to simply fill 

the erosion cavities with brushwood. This will act as a behavioural barrier, putting 

many (but not all) dogs off from entering the river at this location. This may be 
especially effective as the nearby log revetment will provide an easier alternative 

for accessing the river. 

It would also be prudent to set the new brushwood revetments at or slightly below 

average summer water level. This will keep the wood wet, prolonging its lifespan, 

maximising its habitat value and also helping speed up the rate of deposition of 

fine sediment within the structure. Planted with translocated marginal species, 
such as yellow flag (Iris pseudacorus), sedges (Carex spp.) and reed sweet-grass 

(Glyceria maxima) and afforded sufficient sunlight, the revetments should become 

fully vegetated and provide long-term bank protection. This technique is explored 

further in the Recommendations section of this report. 

 

From the eroded bays downstream the channel has at some point, been artificially 
straightened. The straightness of the channel (as shown in Figure 10) makes for 

a uniform habitat, further compounded by the uniform height and density of the 

tree cover of the RB and the resulting uniformity of light conditions over that bank. 

As the RB is on the northern side of the channel, the river is not over-shaded. 

However, rebalancing light conditions so that a few more trees are present on the 

LB and a few ‘skylights’ are punched through the canopy on the RB will help 

diversify light conditions and may help to improve biodiversity within the 
aquatic/marginal plant communities. 

 
Figure 10: The channel is artificially straight, reducing habitat diversity 

Uniform conditions mean that the channel may provide ample habitat for certain 

species well-adapted for those conditions but may restrict habitat for other 
species. This results in unnaturally limited biodiversity within the local ecosystem 

and can also limit habitat for certain life stages of fish. For chalkstreams in 

particular (where flows tend to be more stable), straightened channels with 

uniform width and/or depth conditions can inhibit natural geomorphology, 

reducing the rate at which erosional and depositional features develop. This means 
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that once a chalkstream has been straightened, it can take a very long time 

(possibly centuries) for key habitat features, such as natural pool-riffle sequences, 

gravel bars and sediment berms, to return. 

Fortunately, resolving the issue of uniform shading on the RB will give rise to 
plenty of woody material that can be used to diversify habitat through the 

straightened reach. One of the most successful techniques, the creation of 

marginal brushwood berms, has already been used by Mr. Stone to good effect. 

Installing such features locally narrows the channel, accelerating flow, scouring 

away fine sediment from the gravel bed and promoting the growth of water 

crowfoot. However, it should be noted that in places the structures installed are 
themselves overly-uniform and straight. The end result is a faster-flowing but still 

uniform reach (Figure 11). Options to further enhance this reach are identified in 

the Recommendations section. 

 
Figure 11: A brushwood berm pinches the channel but does not alleviate its straightness 

Some of Mr. Stone’s interventions towards the bottom of the straightened reach 

have had much greater success at diversifying conditions. Where brushwood 

berms are shorter in length and have been created with a more sinuous outline, 

they have a much more pronounced and abrupt effect on flow. Disturbance of 

surface water indicates a strong flow deflection and a resultantly greater diversity 

of flow conditions (Figure 12). A short ‘run’ of intense scouring flow can help keep 
pools scoured clean of fine sediment (Figure 13) and, where sufficiently focussed, 

can scour new pools and kick-start a new sequence of pools glides and riffles.  
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Figure 12: Another more sinuous berm provides some flow deflection and improves habitat 

 
Figure 13: A run of scouring flow keeps a pool free from silt and cleans gravel 

All of the brushwood berms observed in this reach were along the RB. Channel 

sinuosity and habitat diversity could be significantly improved by introducing 

further berms on the LB so that berms alternate from bank to bank downstream. 
This would essentially create a new meandering plan form within the straightened 

channel. In many places it may be possible to secure some large tree limbs into 

the channel to perform the same action as the brushwood shelves but to provide 

a slightly different habitat, such as lies for larger trout. This technique often 

provides the quickest and most cost-effective means of diversifying habitat and 

deflecting flows. This is explored further in the Recommendations section. 
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At present, the bank is most-easily accessed and fished from the LB. Where a 

brushwood berm or large tree limb might obstruct or impede angler access, a 

simple log flow deflector might be a more practical option. Keying a straight(ish) 

log into the bank and securing it to the bed at approximately 45 degrees upstream 
should deflect over-topping flow laterally across the channel. This will also create 

an area of intense scour at the riverside end of the log and provide a small lie for 

trout. Making sure the log is proud of the water at the bankside end and sloping 

down into the water at the riverside end will also ensure that the deflector operates 

over a wide range of flow conditions. This technique is also described in more 

detail in the Recommendations section.    
 

Along the straightened reach, two small weir-like structures were observed. The 

upstream-most structure (Figure 14) appeared to have been constructed from 

concrete blocks and had partially broken apart. The intact part of the structure 

was toward the LB and was acting as a flow deflector, creating a small pocket of 

intense scour in its lee. This had created a small ‘pocket’ pool and the gravel 
scoured out had been cleaned and sorted by the action.  

 

 
Figure 14: The remnants of one small weir-like structure now acts as a flow deflector 

Another weir was still intact slightly downstream (Figure 15). Although the 
structure is not a barrier to fish passage and its impounding (slowing) effect on 

flow upstream was very minor, the structure is acting as an impediment to natural 

bedload transport. This has a supressing effect on the geomorphology of the 

reach, limiting the formation of new habitat features such as riffles and pools. 

Removing the blocks, or alternatively, removing just 2/3 of the structure, leaving 

a section toward one bank to act as a flow deflector, will help improve the diversity 

of habitat within the reach. 
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Figure 15: A small weir across the channel has only a limited impounding effect but interrupts sediment transport 

Another feature observed was an ‘upstream V’ deflector. This arrangement of 

deflectors focusses scour in the centre of the channel, scouring a deep pool which 

will provide valuable holding habitat and also boost geomorphology as gravel 

scoured from the pool is redeposited downstream. Ensuring that the centre of the 

‘V’ has a gap of approximately 500mm-1m will ensure that the structure is not 

inhibiting natural sediment transport (essentially creating new habitat 
downstream at the expense of habitat upstream). 

 
Figure 16: An ‘Upstream V’ deflector scours a deep pool downstream 

Trout usually prefer to spawn in shallow glide habitat within gravels at the tail of 

a pool (just as the bed begins to rise into a riffle). At such locations, a sufficient 
volume of water is being forced through the gravel that eggs in the interstices 
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between gravel grains (and the alevins that remain there until their yolk sacs are 

consumed) will stand a good chance of remaining cool, well-oxygenated and free 

from excess fine sediment. Where such features are present, ensuring that there 

is ample ‘shaggy’ habitat in the margins (such as emergent vegetation, tree roots 
or brushwood), will improve the survival chances of newly-emerged fry. As soon 

as trout emerge from the gravel they exhibit territorial behaviour. Complex, dense 

shaggy habitat allows a higher number of fry to congregate within an area of the 

river margin whilst remaining comfortably out of each other’s line-of-sight. A 

paucity of this type of habitat will force fry to venture out across more exposed 

parts of the river where they are easy prey for a range of predators. The 
brushwood berms installed by Mr. Stone will provide excellent juvenile refuge 

habitat and further berms should be positioned adjacent to potential spawning 

sites where possible. 

 

At the downstream end of the straightened reach, flow becomes noticeably 

laminar and sluggish (Figure 17). Introducing some flow-deflecting woody habitat 
features would help diversify habitat. Plenty of opportunities are available on both 

banks to simply hinge (cut partially through and kneel over in a fashion similar to 

hedge laying) some bankside trees/tree limbs downstream into the river. This is 

an effective means of quickly and cheaply introducing cover and flow deflection 

into uniform sections of river. It is also a technique that very closely mimics the 

type of habitat created when trees naturally fall into rivers. River ecosystems have 

evolved for millions of years around the habitat fallen trees provide and the effect 
they have on flow. Accurately (yet securely), re-creating this habitat is an effective 

means of boosting biodiversity. 

 

 
Figure 17: Flow becomes noticeably laminar and sluggish towards the lower end of the Estate’s water 

Towards the bottom of the Estate’s water, the river becomes significantly 

impounded by the weir at Witchampton Mill. This causes a substantial slowing of 

flow, creating a uniform deep and depositional (silty) habitat (Figure 18). Despite 

the impoundment limiting the flow-deflecting action of any introduced woody 

features (except under high flow conditions), a few small hinged trees or limbs 
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would still provide some beneficial cover habitat and may create lies for trout that 

will offer some angling opportunities through this reach. 

 
Figure 18: The impoundment at Witchampton Mill significantly impounds flow and reduces habitat diversity 

On the last sharp bend in the river, a small island has formed from some live 

willow debris taking root mid-channel (Figure 19). The capacity of the channel is 

sufficient that this should not pose a flood risk and the pinching of the channel 

caused by the island has actually helped to scour away some fine sediment and 
create a deep pool which may provide a good holding lie. 

 
Figure 19: A willow debris island is pinching the channel and helping mitigate the impounded flow as well as proving cover. 

The property owners at the Witchampton Mill development are actively engaged 

with the river and have undertaken habitat improvements through the mill leat 
downstream of the weir with WTT and Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT). At 
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Witchampton Mill the river is split into three carriers and the complete removal of 

the weir would cause two of the carriers to run dry. However, it is possible that 

the height of the impoundment could be reduced and fish passage also improved 

in future years. Maintaining a good relationship with the Residents Association at 
Withcampton Mill, as well as with DWT and the Environment Agency will improve 

the chances of the mill impoundment being modified to the benefit of the Estate. 

 

 

Recommendations: 

In order for the River Allen at Crichel House to achieve its full potential for 
biodiversity and good quality habitat, capable of supporting healthy, self-

sustaining populations of wild brown trout, the following actions are 

recommended: 

1. Introduce further sinuosity into the straightened section by creating a 

range of flow-deflecting woody habitat features. 

 Install additional brushwood berms in the margins of the 
straightened reach but alternate them from bank to bank. This 

will help restore sinuosity to the channel and boost 

geomorphology and habitat diversity 

 
Figure 20: An illustration showing possible positions of alternating brushwood berms and their effects 

 Where practical, create the same effect as the brushwood berms 

by simply hinging a series of small limbs into the channel and 

securing with a few stakes (ideally untreated sweet chestnut). The 

advantage of this type of structure is that, if undertaken correctly, 

the trees will remain alive and the structure will have a much 

greater lifespan. 
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Figure 21: An example of hinging a series of small limbs into the river to create similar habitat to a brushwood berm 

 Where large limbs or brushwood berms are not practical, for 

example, where angling access is a priority, install simple log 

deflectors by keying logs into the bank and positioning them at 

approximately 45 degrees upstream. These can be secured with 

stakes and fencing wire.  

 
Figure 22: An illustration of a simple log deflector and its effect on flow 
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Figure 23: An example of a log deflector installed on the River Wylye, Wiltshire and its effect on flow 

2. Consider lowering the height of the existing brushwood revetments at 

the dog erosion sites at the top of the straightened reach and back-filling 

with additional brushwood. This will act as a behavioural barrier for 

many dogs and will provide habitat for invertebrates and juvenile fish. 

Coppicing some trees at this location to allow more light onto the bank 

will also facilitate the growth of bankside vegetation which will help 
strengthen the bank and increase its resilience to further erosion. 

 
Figure 24: proposed changes to the brushwood revetment at the top of the straightened reach 

 

3. Break apart the small weir shown in Figure 15, perhaps retaining one 

third of it towards one bank as a flow deflector. 
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4. Hinge some medium-sized bankside trees or large limbs into the river in 

the lower end of the fishery to introduce some habitat diversity into the 

impounded part of the river.  

 
Figure 25: An illustration showing a potential hinge cut within the impounded reach 

5. Remove the conifers on the RB downstream of the mill (Figure 6) and 

replace with a mix of native deciduous species. Also consider punching 

some ‘skylights’ in the more heavily wooded sections of the river and 
planting trees in more open sections. The Woodland Trust may be able 

to provide subsidised trees, guards and stakes. Contact Hamish 

Thompson HamishThomson@woodlandtrust.org.uk (Woodland Creation 

Adviser SW) for more information. 

 

6. Engage with the EA and explore options to improve fish passage at the 
mill. A low-cost easement option may be available that would facilitate 

fish passage without impacting on the effectiveness of the flow gauging 

station upstream. 
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Making It Happen 

 

The creation of woody habitat structures within most rivers or within 8m of the 
channel boundary (which may be the top of the flood-plain in some cases) 

normally require formal permitting from the Environment Agency. This enables 

the EA to assess possible flood risk, and also any possible ecological impacts. The 

headwaters of many rivers are not designated as ‘Main River’, in which case the 

body responsible for issuing consent will be the Local Authority. In any case, 

contacting the EA early and informally discussing any proposed works is 
recommended as a means of efficiently processing an application. 

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and PDF format 

on habitat management and improvement: 

http://www.wildtrout.org/content/index 

The Wild Trout Trust has also produced a 70 minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working 

for Wild Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river 
habitat for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and practical 

demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film cover key 

topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish stocks and managing 

invasive species.  

The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop 

http://www.wildtrout.org/product/rivers-working-wild-trout-dvd-0 or by calling 

the WTT office on 02392 570985. 

There is also the possibility that the WTT could help via a Practical Visit (PV). PV’s 

typically comprise a 1-3 day visit where WTT Conservation Officers will complete 

a demonstration plot on the site to be restored. 

This enables recipients to obtain on the ground training regarding the appropriate 

use of conservation techniques and materials, including Health & Safety, 

equipment and requirements. This will then give projects the strongest possible 
start leading to successful completion of aims and objectives.  

Recipients will be expected to cover travel and accommodation (if required) 

expenses of the WTT attendees. 

There is currently a big demand for practical assistance and the WTT has to 

prioritise exactly where it can deploy its limited resources. The Trust is always 

available to provide free advice and help to organisations and landowners through 

guidance and linking them up with others that have had experience in improving 
river habitat. 

 

Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any loss or 

damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any other person, 

company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting, upon guidance made in 
this report. 

http://www.wildtrout.org/content/index
http://www.wildtrout.org/product/rivers-working-wild-trout-dvd-0

